
101 Brian Williams Jokes That Will Make You
Laugh Out Loud
Brian Williams is a well-known American journalist who has been the
anchor of NBC Nightly News since 2004. He is known for his serious
demeanor and his deep voice. However, Williams has also been the
subject of some jokes over the years, due to his tendency to make gaffes
and his reputation for being somewhat pompous.
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Here are 101 Brian Williams jokes that will make you laugh out loud:

1. What's the difference between Brian Williams and a broken pencil? -
One is a serious anchorman, and the other is pointless. 2. Why did Brian
Williams get lost in the woods? - Because he didn't know how to navigate.
3. What do you call a Brian Williams joke that's so bad it's funny? - A "Brian
Williams gaffe." 4. Why did Brian Williams get fired from NBC? - Because
he was caught telling tall tales. 5. What's Brian Williams's favorite type of
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music? - Rap, because he loves to drop the mic. 6. What's the difference
between Brian Williams and a used car salesman? - One is a smooth
talker, and the other is a smooth criminal. 7. Why did Brian Williams get a
speeding ticket? - Because he was rushing to a breaking news story. 8.
What do you call a Brian Williams joke that's so bad it's good? - A "Brian
Williams classic." 9. Why did Brian Williams get banned from the White
House? - Because he kept telling the president jokes. 10. What's Brian
Williams's favorite animal? - A bull, because he loves to charge into things.

These are just a few of the many Brian Williams jokes that are out there. If
you're a fan of the anchorman, or if you just enjoy a good laugh, then you'll
definitely appreciate these jokes.

Bonus Brian Williams Joke:

Why did Brian Williams get a divorce?

Because his wife caught him watching "The Daily Show."
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